LEVEL 1
Restrooms, shopping, dining, The Splash Pad and more!

Level 1 Attractions

9. **The Splash Pad**
   Explore a rainforest-themed play area, including cool water features, and burn off some extra energy!

10. **4Ducks Theater**
    Watch captivating, family-friendly films in 3D with added effects such as bubbles, snow, scents, FX lighting, water mist, seat vibration and wind!

11. **African Penguins**
    Experience penguins from the warm coast of southern Africa. Located outside next to The Splash Pad.

12. **Wild Dolphin Cruise**
    You’ve enjoyed the sea life inside the Aquarium. Now admire the wildlife outside aboard the Bay Spirit II, our 72-foot catamaran!

13. **Moon Bay**
    Learn about and touch alien-like moon jellies at this immersive touch experience.

---

Food
Restrooms
Gift Shop
Family Restroom
Elevator
Changing Rooms
Nursing Room
Automated External Defibrillator

---

THE FLORIDA AQUARIUM
LEVEL 2
Galleries, exhibits, restrooms, touch experiences and more!

1. WETLANDS of FLORIDA
Take a hike on Florida’s Wetlands Trail and see alligators, otters, free-flying birds and even an invasive python!

2. JOURNEY TO MADAGASCAR
Discover this home of lemurs, turtles, geckos and glimpse a colorful Indian Ocean reef.
*Use lobby elevator for wheelchair access to the third floor to Madagascar.

3. SHORELINES
Explore the world’s coasts and our relationship with the animals that live there including spiny lobsters and garden eels. Touch stingrays at Stingray Beach!

4. NO BONE ZONE
Touch bizarre creatures that have no backbone: anemones, sea cucumbers, sea stars and more!

5. MORPH’D
Immerse yourself in the adaptation stories of curious creatures including paddlefish, anableps and more! Get hands on with interactive exhibits and multimedia experiences.

6. CORAL REEFS
Dive through coral tunnels and caves into the world of sharks, reef fishes and moray eels!

7. REEF SECRETS
Get to know some of the smaller creatures that inhabit the forest-like coral reefs.

8. WAVES of WONDER
Enjoy the amazing colors and adaptations of the ocean, with amazing jellies, an octopus and our Heart of the Sea habitat.